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19

Airspace
Management Plan
Introduction

This section provides an overview of the process taken to develop
and assess the draft Airspace Management Plan, noise and
emissions and social impacts of the New Runway Project (NRP).
Detail is also provided on the following areas:
•• What is the process for introducing new flight paths?
•• How were the aircraft noise modelling and assessments undertaken?
•• How was the air quality assessment undertaken?
•• How was the social impact assessment undertaken?
•• What is the major development process?
•• What does the project involve?
•• What assessments were undertaken?
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19.1 Introduction
The New Runway Project (NRP)
comprises the construction and
operation of a new runway.
This volume presents the draft
Airspace Management Plan for the
operation of the new runway as
part of a parallel runway system at
Perth Airport. The draft Airspace
Management Plan contains the
proposed operating framework for
airspace and flight paths, and the
procedures that govern how aircraft
could arrive and depart from a
parallel runway system.
This Volume also outlines the
assessment of aircraft noise, airbased air quality and greenhouse
gas, health and social. An overview
of hazards and risks to airport
operations is also discussed.

19.2 Major Development
Plan
The operation of a new runway, will
result in changes to airspace and
flight paths around Perth Airport.
The Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(EPBC Act) requires an airspace
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management plan to be referred
to the Commonwealth Minister for
the Environment, for advice on the
change of airspace and flight paths
associated with a new runway.

and prepared to meet regulatory
requirements of the Airports Act
and the EPBC Act.

The Airports Act 1996 (Airports
Act) also requires an approved
major development plan (MDP) for
the construction and operation of
a new runway. The contents of a
major development plan, as outlined
in section 91 of the Airports Act,
includes:
•• if the development could affect
noise-exposure levels at the
airport, the effect that the
development would be likely to
have on those levels, and
•• if the development could affect
flight paths at the airport, the
effect that the development would
be likely to have on those flight
paths.

The legislative approvals process for
the NRP is shown in Figure 19‑1.

This MDP has been prepared to
address the various legislative
approvals required for a new runway at
Perth Airport and provides a combined
approvals document to ensure a
whole of project is represented.
The MDP is a detailed approvals
document that has been structured

Relevant Legislation for Approval

Airports Act
1996 (MDP)

Environment
Protection and
Biodiversity
Conservation
Act 1999
(section 160)

19.2.1 Approval Process

Further detail about the regulatory
framework is provided in Section 1.

19.2.2 Major Development
Plan Structure
The NRP MDP is presented in four
volumes:
•• Executive Summary,
•• Volume A: Background and Need,
•• Volume B: Environment Heritage
and Ground Transport Assessment,
and
•• Volume C: Airspace Management
Plan (this volume)
This volume should be read in
conjunction with the Executive
Summary, Volume A: Background
and Need and Volume B:
Environment Heritage and Ground
Transport Assessment.
Table 19‑1 provides details of the
content and scope of each of the
volumes and sections of the MDP.

Approval Authority

Approval by Commonwealth
Minister for Transport

Preliminary
Draft MDP
Advice from
Commonwealth
Department of
Environment
and Energy

CASA
Airspace
Change
Airservices
Flight Path
and Airspace
Design

Heritage
Impact
Assessment

Aboriginal Heritage Act 1972
(section 18)

Approval by State Minister for
Aboriginal Heritage

Flora and
Fauna Impact
Assessment

Environment Protection and
Biodiversity Conservation Act 1999
(Part 13 Permit)

Approval by Commonwealth
Minister for Environment

Figure 19‑1 Legislative approvals process for the New Runway Project
Source: Perth Airport
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Section

Description

Scope

Executive Summary
Volume A: Background and Need
01

Introduction

02

Need for additional capacity

03

Options and alternatives

04

Benefits of additional runway capacity

05

Consistency with State and Local government planning

06

Project description and construction

07

Community engagement

Volume A sets the scene for the project.
It describes the background and
need for the new runway, alternative
options that have been considered, as
well as provides a description of the
NRP and how it will be constructed.

Volume B: Environment, Heritage and Traffic Assessment
08

Introduction to environment, heritage and traffic assessment

09

Geology and soils

10

Hydrology

11

Flora and vegetation

12

Fauna

13

Ground-based noise

14

Air quality and greenhouse gas (ground)

15

Landscape and visual

16

Heritage

17

Environment and heritage management

18

Ground transport

Volume B describes the initial
conditions, impacts and mitigation
strategies associated with the
on-ground construction and operation
activities of the NRP. It also provides
details for environment, heritage and
traffic management for the project.

Volume C: Airspace Management Plan
19

Airspace management plan introduction

20

Background and existing airspace management

21

Airspace management plan

22

Aircraft noise

23

Air quality and greenhouse gas (air based)

24

Health

25

Social

26

Hazards and risks to airport operations

Volume C outlines the plan for
airspace management. It also
describes the impacts and mitigation
strategies proposed as a result of
the operation of the new runway.

Table 19-1 Content and scope of the New Runway Project Major Development Plan
Source: Perth Airport
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19.2.3 Public Comment
In accordance with the requirements of a major development plan,
under the Airports Act, this document constitutes the Preliminary
Draft Major Development Plan for the New Runway Project at
Perth Airport. The Preliminary Draft MDP is an opportunity for
public comment on the proposal prior to Perth Airport submitting
a Draft MDP to the Commonwealth Minister for Infrastructure and
Transport for consideration.
Queries regarding this Preliminary Draft Major Development Plan
and all public submissions should be addressed to:
New Runway Project
Perth Airport Pty Ltd
PO Box 6, Cloverdale, WA 6985
E: newrunway@perthairport.com.au
Phone: 1800 639 799
By 5pm (WST) Friday 24 August 2018.
Public submissions can also be made online at newrunway.com.au
Further information on the consultation process is provided in
Section 7, including where to find further information.

Terminal 1

19.3 Project Overview

Terminal 2

The NRP includes:
•• construction, including clearing and site preparation, of a new
runway up to 3,000 metres long with associated infrastructure,
and
•• development of an airspace management plan that will cater for
the changes to current airspace and flight paths to accommodate
operations of the new runway.

Terminal 3
Terminal 4
New Runway Project Area
Airport Boundary
Buildings
Munday Swamp

To meet future capacity demand, the new runway is expected
to be operational between 2023 and 2028, subject to actual
demand and a commercial agreement with airlines being reached.
To meet this timeframe, Perth Airport is seeking to complete the
approvals process for the new runway by 2019 to be ready for the
construction and commissioning phase to begin.

Current Runways
Current Apron & Taxiways
Proposed New Runway
Proposed New Runway Taxiways
Future Apron & Taxiways (Proposed
Next Stage Terminal Expansion)

The new runway will occupy 293-hectares and will be located
parallel to the existing main runway with a two-kilometre
separation so that both runways can be used independently. The
location of the NRP is shown in Figure 19‑2.

Future Terminal (Proposed
Next Stage Terminal Expansion)
Current Airside Fence

The location of the NRP is consistent with that identified in the
Perth Airport Master Plan 2014 approved in January 2015, and the
subsequent Master Plan 2014 Minor Variation approved in June 2017.

Future Airside Fence
Current & Proposed
High Intensity Approach Lighting
Air Traffic Control Tower
Railway Line & Stations
Current Aviation Fire Station
Proposed Aviation Fire Station Option
Public Viewing Area
0

500
METRES
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Figure 19‑2 New Runway Project location plan
Source: Perth Airport
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19.4 Airspace Management
Plan Overview
This volume covers the following
sections:
•• Background and existing airspace
management (Section 20),
•• Airspace management plan
(Section 21),
•• Aircraft noise (Section 22),
•• Air quality and greenhouse gas
emissions (Section 23),
•• Health (Section 24),
•• Social (Section 25), and
•• Hazards and risks to airport
operations (Section 26).
Section 20 Background and Existing
Airspace Management
This section provides background
information to assist the reader to
understand why aircraft fly where
they do today. It details runway
selection and the procedures that
are used at Perth Airport to process
arriving and departing aircraft.
Restrictions that dictate where
aircraft can fly are explained along
with the complexities of having
three busy airports (Perth, RAAF
Base Pearce and Jandakot) located
close to each other.
Modes of operation where aircraft
depart, either to the north or to the
south, are detailed with information
on the location of published flight
paths and the flight tracks that
are flown by aircraft today.
Section 21 Airspace
Management Plan
The draft Airspace Management
Plan details the process involved
in developing flight corridors for
operations of a parallel runway system
at Perth Airport. The procedures for
use of parallel runways consist of
international standards and these
standards have been applied in the
drafting of the plan. Changes to
airspace may be required and the final
design of the flight paths commences
approximately three years prior to the
new runway becoming operational.
The indicative flight corridors shown
in the draft Airspace Management
Plan are restricted to those within
approximately 70 kilometres of the

14

airport. Outside of this, the aircraft
are at a height where noise is not
considered an issue and aircraft
are flying over areas of much lower
population or over the Indian ocean.

the NRP associated with people’s
way of life, their community, their
environment, their health and
wellbeing and their personal and
property rights.

Section 22 Aircraft Noise

Section 26 Hazards and Risks to
Airport Operations

This section describes the
anticipated changes to aircraft
noise exposure resulting from
operations of the new runway as
part of a parallel runway system.
Noise from aircraft approaching
and departing Perth Airport and
from their operations on the airfield
is an unavoidable impact from the
provision of critical and safe air
services. From time to time, aircraft
from Perth Airport – as well as
Jandakot Airport and RAAF Base
Pearce – will fly over most of the
Perth Metropolitan Region. The
NRP will change the distribution
of aircraft noise exposure around
Perth Airport and the Perth
metropolitan area. This section
also describes how aircraft noise is
communicated, the methodology
used to develop the various metrics
presented, and the anticipated
changes to aircraft noise once the
new runway is operational.
Section 23 Air Quality and
Greenhouse Gas Emissions
This section investigates the potential
air quality impacts and greenhouse
gas emissions associated with
aircraft movements as a result of
the NRP. Operations on the new
runway will impact air quality and
greenhouse gases as a result of
emissions released by aircraft.
The purpose of this assessment was
to quantify the emissions, identify
the impact of the NRP and outline
mitigations if required.
Section 24 Health
The health section focuses on the
impact that aircraft noise exposure
from the new runway could have
on psychological effects, cognitive
impairment, cardiovascular disease,
sleep disturbance, and annoyance.
Section 25 Social
The social section focuses on
identifying potential impacts of
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This section assesses the hazards and
risks to aviation activities as a result of
aircraft operations on the new runway.
A review of the risks posed to
aviation activity associated with the
operation of the new runway was
completed and considered including:
•• airspace protection,
•• aircraft crash,
•• bird and animal strike,
•• hazardous land use, and
•• air traffic management.
Although a number of potential
hazards and risks were identified,
the majority are common to aircraft
operations around the world, and
therefore mitigated, to the highest
level possible, through regulatory
requirements and standards, and
airport and aircraft operator’s
processes and procedures.

19.5 Consistency of
Information
Based on recent aircraft movement
forecasts, Perth Airport has adopted
a ‘plan for high’ and anticipate
to ‘deliver at central’ approach to
additional runway capacity.
A likely opening range of 2023
to 2028 for the new runway
allows industry to balance capital
expenditure with appropriate levels
of service and delays. Considering
this range of dates, 2025 has been
used as the day of opening of the
new runway for all assessments
throughout this volume.
Further information on the timing
of the new runway is provided in
Section 2.

Perth Airport Pty Ltd
Level 2, 2 George Wiencke Drive, Perth, WA 6105
PO Box 6, Cloverdale, WA 6985
Tel: +61 8 9478 8888 Fax: +61 8 9478 8889
www.perthairport.com.au

